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The Crystal Schools were created by the Divine
Mother in her wish for all children, adults &

parents, to return to their natural states of joy,
play, creativity, unity, & harmony. 

 
The foundational principles of the Crystal
Schools are Universal Law & Right Action. 

 
Universal Laws are the guiding principles that all
Higher Selves align with, as they are the cosmic

laws of Oneness. 
 

Right Action is the principle based on self-love,
discipline, + service to others. 

NEW PARADIGM OF
EDUCATION



UNIVERSAL
LAWS

Support Truth & Honesty

Support Mother Earth & Heaven 

Support Happiness, Joy , Creativity
Peace, & Harmony

Support Yourself as Gods/Goddesses

Support Unconditional Love & God

Support Passion, Playfulness, & Laughter

Support Beauty, Health & Healing

Support All of Creation & Set 
Intentions for the Highest Good



UNIVERSAL
LAWS

Support Vision, Faith & Miracles

Support Kindness & Smiles 

Support Oneness, Grandness & Living 
in the Present Moment

Support the One River of Life

Support Our Galactic Brothers & Sisters

Support Abundance, Treasures, & Gifts

Support Living in a State of Gratitude

Support True Freedom & Living Life 
Real



UNIVERSAL
LAWS

Support Nature & All Her Beauty & Wisdom

Support Manifesting All of One's Dreams 

Support Rainbows & Building Bridges
of Love to One Another

Support Angels & All Who Serve 
the Highest Good

Support Becoming the Greatest/Grandest
Version One Can Be



Right action

Right Action is doing the correct thing,
at the correct time, & in the correct amount.

Innately, all souls are aligned with Right Action,
as that is the cosmic flow we are in with Creation.

 
Due to programming, trauma & wounding here on
Earth, we live outside the flow of Gaia, & outside

the flow of Creation. Therefore, we have to 
re-learn what Right Action is & how we implement

it in our daily lives.
 

Right Action is:
-Balance

-Flow
-Service to Others

-Love Expressing Itself
 

"What would love do now?"



Right action
When we are in "wrong action", this does not 
mean we are bad, as the labels of good & bad/

right/wrong are part of duality. However,
we must identify what is right action versus 

wrong action. 
 

Wrong Action can take on many forms, but it 
ultimately lies in when we, or our children, are
acting out of programming versus out of love. 

 
Right action is always based in love & Universal

Law. This is what Divinity is. 
 

All children learn by example, the same way
adults learned by example from their parents.

 
Our dream is to usher in the next wave of 
Rainbow Children who are in Right Action.



Right action
Examples of Right Action:

-Following through on tasks
-Cleaning up after ourselves & others

-Offering to help or be in service to another
-Balancing the flow of BEing versus DOing

-Being in integrity with ourselves 
-Calling out dysfunction with compassion

-Leading by example 
 
 

Examples of Wrong Action
-Leaving a task unfinished

-Leaving messes for others to clean up
-Caring only about ourselves & not about others

-Taking energy from others 
-Allowing others to be in dysfunction
-Being out of integrity with our soul

-Leading through words not example



The Divine Traits are the traits of ALL souls
as the core of who they are, the True Self. 

All beings on Earth are God with God, &
we are all divine on a soul level. 

 
The Divine Traits are our guide to leading by 

example, to being the greatest & grandest
version of ourselves, & to be a fully healed being.

 
All parents, teachers, & children have soul
contracts to work together to dissolve the 

dysfunctional programmings that have been 
inherited from the DNA, & to return ourselves

and our children to our divine state.
 

Each divine trait carries a frequency of the God 
spark, & the more divinity we embody, the more

God spark we bring into this beautiful world.

DIVINE TRAITS



ACCOUNTABILITY
Take full accountability for all experiences, 

whether "good" or "bad". We set the example of 
divine accountability which shows grace,

acceptance, reflection & gratitude for our lessons 
and blessings. This important for teaching children

how to take accountability rather than blame.

 
UNCONDITIONAL LOVE

Loving without conditions means without blame,
projections, expectations, assumptions, or 

control. Unconditional love is true freedom &
does not expect anything in return, nor does it 

have any "rules."

 
GRATITUDE 

Gratitude is the energy of being greatful for
all lessons & blessings and true appreciation

for all that we have and experience. Entitlement is 
feeling like we are owed something from another,

and can often present in children feeling
entitled to energy or things.

DIVINE TRAITS



WORTHINESS
In order to fully give & receive love, we must be able

to fully love ourselves! Worthiness is not entitlement,
but a knowing that we are worthy of all that love is, &

we are all worthy of a grand & beautiful life and it does not
have to be earned or bought.

 

COURAGE
When passion & willpower are combined, we get
courage. Courage is following our hearts, staying

true to who we are, & speaking our truth at all times.
When we teach children courage, we are teaching them 

to choose love over fear. 

 
NURTURING

True nurturing is presence & being in the heart with 
yourself and all others. Physical affection such as hugs

& kisses are also beautiful expressions of nurturing. 
When we teach our children how to be nurturing, we are

teaching them how to show up & care for others and 
to also care for themselves.

 

DIVINE TRAITS



ORGANIC
The EGO programming is all about "trying", struggling,

& working off linear and robotic habits & behaviors.
Children are naturally organic & parents/teachers must
re-learn how to be organic themselves. Being organic 

is being fully present in each moment, unrestricted by 
time, and what "should" happen in any moment. 

 

COMPASSION
Compassion is key for all beings on the planet. Compassion

is treating ourselves & others with kindness and with 
understanding. However, the other aspect of compassion 
that is often forgotten, is learning how to call things out 

without enabling or beating around the bush. Speaking the
whole truth, even if it upsets or triggers another, is compassion.

 
EMPATHY

Empathy is based on oneness, and understanding that 
when one experiences pain & suffering, all experience it.

To hold empathy is to be able to feel another's emotions, 
while also understanding that no one is a victim, & we

all have agreed to our roles.

DIVINE TRAITS



CONSISTENCY
Consistency is a key trait for all adults & children. When
we are consistent, we embody higher levels of divinity. 

This teaches us follow through, reliability, & inner strength. 
Consistency is best taught through sticking to things we 

say we are going to do, & sticking to things that are important
for us such as self-love disciplines.

 

INTEGRITY
Integrity is being in alignment with our soul, Universal Law,

& Right Action. True integrity is when we honor our intuition,
guidance & heart no matter what. We do what we say we are 

going to do, and we stay true to ourselves. We do not sell
ourselves short based on external judgements or control.

 
TOLERANCE

Tolerance is the divine trait of accepting, embracing, & 
allowing. We are tolerant of others or situations which 

we may find triggering, challenging, or we dislike. Having
tolerance for others no matter their state of consciousness

or their programmings, shows true love & acceptance.

 

DIVINE TRAITS



JOY
Joy is our natural state as human beings! True joy comes

from within and from our connection. Children are naturally
in joy, but will mirror adult's pain & suffering. Our roles are

to cultivate joy within & teach our children to be responsible
for their own internal joy, rather than relying on external

circumstances.
 

PURE THOUGHT
Pure thought is receiving only divine thoughts rather than

EGO thoughts. Any thought that does not bring joy, 
inspiration, innovation, or healing, is an EGO thought. When

we stay in pure thought, we connect with children on a much
deeper level, as they naturally are in pure thought. 

 
RECEPTIVE

Receptivity is being open to whatever comes our way in life.
Adults often create walls & barriers due to trauma or 
wounding which makes them resistant to life, rather

than receptive. We must lead by example & show 
our children that no matter what comes our way in life,

its all a lesson or a blessing.

DIVINE TRAITS



PATIENCE
Patience is the divine trait of trusting in divine timing! 

We often are very impatient and try to rush or force things
that are not yet ready to happen. We must always trust 

in our flow & the natural divine timing of Gaia. There 
is beauty in patience, as we allow the Divine to do its work.

 

TRANSPARENCY
Transparency is key, especially when working with children.
Being transparent means being vulnerable, open & honest

in all ways. When adults lack transparency, they teach
children how to be secretive, how to hide things, or 

manipulate. Children gravitate towards & appreciate 
transparency, because it encourages trust.

 
SELF-LOVE

Self-love is the most important divine trait! We cannot
love others or anything outside of us until we can fully 

love ourselves. Most parents will have to re-learn 
self-love, as we have been taught to put our own needs last

and put everyone else above us. Children will then 
mirror this behavior when they grow up.

DIVINE TRAITS



BEAUTY
Beauty is not an external trait, but an internal one. When
we embody beauty, we are embodying sacredness of life.

We honor Nature & Gaia for all her beauty & we thus 
create beauty all around is, from within. Beauty comes

from the heart, not from the external. 
 

KINDNESS
Kindness can heal all things. Showing kindness to ourselves,

others, animals, etc., spreads love like wildfire. Children
are naturally kind, they only learn otherwise from adults

who display cruelty or meanness. Kindness does not mean
allowing others to hurt us, it simply means we "kill em with 

kindness."

 
CHILD-LIKE WONDER

Children are naturally in a state of joy & wonder! Everything
is exciting & interesting to children. As adults, we have been

stripped of our child-like wonder so we must re-learn
how to see the world through the eyes of a child 

once again, by embracing our own innocence.

 

DIVINE TRAITS



BRILLIANCE
Brilliance is a natural trait of all souls! Our own  

brilliance is encoded in our unique soul blueprint. When 
we tap into & align with our unique brilliance, we naturally

allow it to shine! We are here to BE who we are.
 

PURITY
Purity has been confused with 3D interpretations. True

purity means our internal state is pure & free of toxic
emotions, thoughts & behaviors. We are pure vessels of love
that Source can express through! We hold no judgments of

ourselves or others & we hold this inner state of purity. 

 
WISDOM

Wisdom can only be learned through experience! In 3D,
we are taught that wisdom comes from a book, or learned

from someone teaching us. Yet, true wisdom
comes from going through the experience. As parents and

teachers, we must allow children to have experiences
and to learn from them, rather than than seeking to

have them avoid making "mistakes". 

 

DIVINE TRAITS



RESPONSIVE
Responsiveness is the divine trait versus the EGO trait

of reacting. When we react, we are coming from a place
of triggers or wounds. When we respond, we are coming

from a place of love & healing. When we embody
responsiveness, we are teaching divine communication.

 

PERSEVERANCE
Perseverance is a divine trait that teaches how to keep

going & not to give up. Too often we were taught to 
quit when things got hard, or when we received criticism
or pushback. The soul never quits & is able to persevere

through all challenges with grace.

 
INNER STRENGTH

Inner strength is a divine quality to each children,
as they learn how to be sovereign divine beings. To 
teach them that inner strength comes from within,
from our own divine empowerment and not from

any external source. 

 

DIVINE TRAITS



ABUNDANT
True abundance comes from within, not from the

external. In 3D we were taught how to work hard & 
follow the rules in order to earn abundance. When we

cultivate an inner abundance, we focus on the abundance 
of our joy, laughter, Spirit, & gratitude. 

 

DIVINE INTUITION
All beings have divine intuition, it is simply a question of 

are we listening to our intuition? Children naturally 
have intuition and we only become disconnected from it
because of societal programming which wants us to rely
on linear thinking, logic & facts. By embodying intuition,

& allowing yourself to follow that intuition, we encourage
our children to follow theirs as well. 

 
DIVINE INTELLIGENCE

Divine intelligence cannot be taught, it can only be 
embraced. Divine intelligence comes from the Right Brain

which is based in intuition, inspiration, creativity,
& ingenuity. When we follow this genius, we embody

divine intelligence.

DIVINE TRAITS



TENACITY
Tenacity is a divine trait to teach children which 

encourages their inner warrior to come through. Tenacity
gives us the strength and the oomph to keep going until

we achieve our goal or dream. Tenacity comes from 
believing in ourselves, against all odds.

 

SELFLESSNESS
Selflessness does not mean we abandon our own self-love

or we fail to honor ourselves. It means we are dedicated
to serving love & the greater good. We are selfless in our 

giving of love & our giving of support to others.
In a world of selfishness, the selfless ones will inspire

all others.

 
PASSION

Passion is our divine creative spark being expressed! 
Passion is not anger, it is a pure frequency that comes through

when our hearts are lit up & our creative spark is 
expressed. We must encourage children to express their 

passion & follow their passions, rather than repress
or hide them. 

DIVINE TRAITS



WILLPOWER
Divine willpower is the embodiment of Divine Will, not
self-will. In 3D, we were taught how to have self-will, 

which often results in EGO driven will that forces itself upon
others. Divine willpower is Source flowing through us, giving

us the strength to execute what we are passionate about.
 

HONOR
Honor is the acknowledgement of the sacredness within all 
things, the God within all others. When we embody honor,
we treat ourselves as sacred, we treat others as sacred, &
we treat all of Nature as sacred. We honor ourselves fully
no matter what emotion or feeling we are experiencing.

 
TRUTH

Truth is the most divine frequency one can embody, along 
with unconditional love. Truth is crucial to our divinity,

and all parents/teachers must be examples of full, whole
truth. Children must also be honored for expressing
their truth, while still holding boundaries with them.

Truth heals, dishonesty corrupts. 

 

DIVINE TRAITS



FAITH
Faith is the utmost trust in love, Source, & the divine. EGO's

lack faith, therefore they lack trust. There are also those 
who have faith, but in something outside themselves.

True faith is faith in oneself first, faith in the love and divinity
within you. We then can hold true faith in Source & in all things.

 

TRUST
Trust is a foundational trait of all divine beings. As adults,
we lose our trust as we grow up because others lie or fail

to do what they say they are going to do. Children naturally 
trust & we must encourage them to continue trusting, while 

also trusting in themselves & teaching them divine
discernment. 

 
EMPOWERMENT

Empowerment comes from within! Our true power lies
at our core as we are fractals of Source. When we are 

empowered, we believe in ourselves & we invest 
in ourselves. We do not allow others to control us or 
power over us & we equally do not control or power

over others.

DIVINE TRAITS



GRACE
Grace comes with wisdom. As adults, we learn to embody
grace through our many trials and experiences. When we 
lack grace,  we complain & we hold bitterness. By showing
children the art of grace, we teach them to flow through
life with the trust & knowing that all experiences are for

our own growth & expansion.
 

LAUGHTER
Laughter is the best medicine! Divine beings are always

laughing because life is filled with joy & wonder.
When in doubt, we laugh! Children love to laugh & play

and as adults, we simply must allow ourselves the pleasure.

 
CHARITY

Charity is the gift of giving. We do not give because we 
have to or because we want to be seen as a "good person."
We give because through giving, we too receive a gift. The 

gift of love & bringing others joy. Children are naturally
giving but often will reflect programmings of not wanting

to share or being attached to things. We must set the 
example of the beauty of giving. 

DIVINE TRAITS



HUMILITY
Humility comes with grace. When we have faced & 

weathered challenging storms we learn the art of humility.
Children naturally hold this, and as adults, we encourage

& foster the art of humility as we accept grace through
every life experience. Arrogance is only taught from a 

place of wounding. 
 

DIVINE PERCEPTION
Divine perception is the art of seeing the higher perspective

in all things. This does not mean we are in denial or 
ignorance of things in our reality that are not so nice,
but we choose to look at the higher perspective in all 

situations as there is always a lesson or a blessing.

 
FULL FEELING

Full feeling is our natural state. As adults, our feeling 
centers become shut down because we are holding onto

so much pain & trauma the feeling centers shut off. 
Children are already in full feeling, so by allowing our 

feeling centers to come online again, we connect with them
on a deeper level. 

DIVINE TRAITS



GENUINE
Being genuine & authentic is our natural state. Children

 are always genuine because they know no other way to be!
It is only as adults, we lose our authenticity because we 

wear so many masks in order to function in the 3D world. 
Getting back in tune with our genuine selves inspires

others to do the same. 
 

HEART-CENTERED
When we are heart-centered, no matter what challenge,

trigger, or emotion comes up, we are able to return to our
hearts. We take moments to process, to feel, to tune into

our intuition & guidance. We then respond with love.

 
NON-ATTACHED

Non attachment is true joy. When we are non attached,
we release our control over the "should be" and 

"could be", and instead we allow what will be. Children
often mirror the attachment levels of their parents.

For instance: if a child is co-dependent on the parent,
overly attached to their toys or possessions,

they are mirroring the parents.

DIVINE TRAITS



PROACTIVE
Being proactive means we are taking inspired action! 

In 3D, we focus on "productivity" which is different than
being proactive. When we have a divine thought, or 

an inspired idea, we take inspired action through being
proactive, rather than procrastinating or waiting until 

some later time. This keeps us in the divine flow.
 

HUMBLE
Being humble does not mean we deny our own grandness,

but we have nothing to prove to others nor are we in
competition with others. We are humble within our own

light & grandness and simply shine.

 
 

DIVINE TRAITS



The 4 Agreements

Be Impeccable With Your Word

Don't Take Anything Personally

Don't Make Assumptions 

Always Do Your Best 

 
The 4 Agreements by Don Miguel Ruiz are 

a wonderful reference for life. 
 

When we implement these 4 agreements into
our daily lives, & into our service to love,

we become impeccable divine beings. 
 

These agreements are foundational teachings
for all parents, teachers & children

 

 



The Right v left
brain

Our natural state as divine beings is having full
use of our brain-a wholeistic brain. Our right brain is our 

feminine side of the brain, which connects to Source, 
higher thought, creative genius, inspiration & intuition. 

 
Our left brain is the masculine brain, which analyzes & sorts 
through all of the information coming in through the right 

brain, and it decides what is useful & what is to be acted
upon.



Due to toxins & programmings, our right brain begins to
shut  down after childhood. We are slowly stripped of our

creativity & instead are forced into left brain only thinking. 
 

This causes us to be stuck in a left brain loops of logic,
analyzation, linear thinking, & closed mindedness. It is only

when the right brain & left brain are working together, 
in unity, do we have access to our full genius & divine 

intelligence. 
 

3D schooling teaches ONLY left brain thinking. Children
are taught memorization, regurgitation, testing, & 

logical thinking. This slowly shuts down their right brain
& leads to many issues that adults experience such as 

fear, anxiety, depression, disconnection, etc. 
 

The Crystal Schools focus 90% on right brain learning and 
10% on left brain learning. Children's right brains are 
given time to fully develop through play, creativity, 

joy, unity, expression & experience.

The Right v left
brain



Left Brain Activities:
-Reading/Writing

-Learning the alphabet/numbers
-Learning about subjects

-Understanding organization (both mentally & physically)
-Learning how things go together 

-Learning concepts 
-Repetition 

-Learning discipline & structure 
 
 

Right Brain Activities:
-Listening to Music

-Painting/drawing/coloring
-Looking at pictures

-Meditation
-Hands on experiences

-Learning through trial & error
-Imagination 

-Intuition

The Right v left
brain


